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ABOUT YOUR FORECAST
Your Personal Numerology Forecast reveals the energy and influences you will encounter this year,
preparing you for the unexpected changes life can bring.
Your Personal Year describes the external trends and circumstances likely to affect you. Your Transit and
Essence cycles identify your mental, emotional, and spiritual state of mind during this period.
Dualities - unique to Hans Decoz' forecasts - merge the impact these different, overlapping cycles will have
and showing what you can do to get the most out of their combined influence.
Personal Month cycles describe the influences of the numbers in place during that month.
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Please verify that the name and date of birth showing below are accurate.

Full name at birth: Elizabeth Mary Dubrovsky
Current name: Elizabeth Dubrovsky
Birthdate: March-21-1994
Report Start Date: July-03-2020
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YOUR FIRST PERIOD CYCLE
Like most stories, there are three distinct stages of your life. Your First, Second, and Third Period Cycles
come from your month, day, and year of birth respectively. Together they form the foundation of your Life's
Path.
The First Cycle begins in childhood and lasts through your late 20's. It's a quest for knowledge and identity
while you cope with the powerful forces that are present in your environment. These forces include your
parents and the socio-economic conditions of your family, for example.

Your First Period Cycle is 3 and lasts until age 25
The early part of your life revolves around communication and self-expression. You find
yourself drawn to the company of artists and eccentrics and are less comfortable in
conventional settings. Social events are important and help you burn off some of that
restless, creative energy.
You may have difficulty staying focused on a goal to its completion, as you find that boredom kicks in
quickly and patience is not your forte. Others find you charming, attractive, even charismatic, but you must
be careful not to waste energy on superficial projects or relationships. Discipline and focus are essential to
lay a foundation you will build on for the rest of your life.
YOUR SECOND PERIOD CYCLE
The Second Cycle covers the middle period of your life, bringing about the slow emergence of your
individual and creative talents. The late 30's, 40's, and 50's, bring a greater degree of self-mastery and
influence over your environment.

Elizabeth, your Second Period Cycle is 3 and lasts until age 52
The middle part of your life is a time of heightened self-expression and social support.
Abilities you possess in the arts, especially in writing, acting, or dance, are enhanced.
You are more social than you have been in the past, and others are attracted to your charm
and charisma. Although this is a time of maturing, you feel as though you are becoming mentally younger
and more creative. Staying focused on practical goals may be challenging.
YOUR THIRD PERIOD CYCLE
The Third Cycle represents a flowering of your inner self as your true nature comes to fruition. It is during
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this period that you have the greatest degree of power and self-expression.

Elizabeth, your Third Period Cycle is 5 and lasts for the rest of your life
The latter period of your life finds you continuing to move through changing
circumstances. There is an inherent restlessness associated with a 5 Period Cycle Â— one
of the few cycles that encourages a more impulsive response to situations you encounter.
You are drawn to travel, new people, and different cultures. This is a dynamic, somewhat
chaotic cycle, where not much happens according to plan. You do best when you are social, physically
active, and involved Â— giving your heart and mind the experiences they crave.
During this period, you have a flair for successfully promoting yourself. You are drawn to all that is
progressive and farsighted. This is a time to be quick and flexible, and to grasp opportunities as they come.
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YOUR FIRST PINNACLE CYCLE
Pinnacles reveal general conditions and events you experience during each period, such as your
environment, social conditions, relationships, and changing circumstances. Pinnacles reveal how you might
respond to these influences and how they will affect your ever-evolving personality.
The transition from one Pinnacle to the next is usually strongly felt. You begin to feel the transition from one
Pinnacle to the next approximately two years in advance. The latter part of that two-year period can be
particularly strong. You will likely make life-altering decisions, such as marriage, a job or career change, or
major changes in your personal makeup.
Knowing and understanding your approaching Pinnacle number prepares you for the changes ahead.
Perhaps the most strongly felt change is the transition from First to Second Pinnacle, which usually takes
place in your late 20's or early 30's. This is usually a difficult transition but once crossed, provides a clear
sense of direction and a firmer sense of identity.
Elizabeth, your First Pinnacle Cycle is 6 and lasts until age 25
Under this Pinnacle you will be very involved with family, friends, and your community.
You will face an increase in responsibilities and duties, but you have a greatly enhanced
sense of balance and perspective that allows you to handle emotional issues well. Your
family demands much of your attention. Matters involving spouse and children require
much security, love, and sacrifice. You are the centerpiece of your family, the one people come to for solace
and understanding. You may feel an increased burden, as you carry the cares of many. You will experience a
deep sense of being needed.
This Pinnacle is full of love, closeness, and warmth, but you must rise to the challenges that close
relationships bring. Elizabeth, you must settle and bring harmony to personal conflicts between others. You
are often the only one with perspective in a conflict. It is as if you are the keeper of justice, bringing
understanding and compromise to situations that are polarized.
Under the influences of this Pinnacle -- especially at its outset -- people are often married or start families.
Children are born, in-laws come into your life. You are the nucleus of a little world. You must maintain your
dignity. This is a period that makes it easier to sacrifice, but you can overdo it, becoming a doormat for
others to step on simply to maintain a degree of peace. Know your limits and maintain healthy relationships.
This is a fine period for growth in business and financial matters. You attract people with resources who can
help to further your personal goals. Moreover, you are balanced in your approach to business affairs. This
can bring many rewards.
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Elizabeth, your heightened sense of harmony and your genuine compassion makes you an excellent
counselor and healer, especially if you already have native talent in any of these areas.
Personal health matters can also surface, causing you to reflect on diet, exercise, and other health habits.
Your desire to help others is also increased. But this can lead you to poke yourself into situations where you
do not belong or delve too deeply into other people's personal affairs. Be careful not to meddle or interfere.
The 6 Pinnacle is a time of progress and growth as a full human being. You are capable of developing
yourself in many different directions -- as a loving mate and parent; a sound businessperson; and as a pillar
of your community. The time requires the balance you possess, since you can easily stretch yourself in too
many directions and ultimately feel burned out by the demands in your milieu.
YOUR SECOND PINNACLE CYCLE
Your Second Pinnacle Cycle lasts nine years and tends to have a considerable influence on your
productive/professional life.

Elizabeth, your Second Pinnacle Cycle is 8 and lasts until age 34

Elizabeth, under the influences of this Pinnacle, you will have greatly enhanced talent for
dealing successfully with business and finances. This is a time of material growth, a time
of expansion and reward. It is the cycle of harvest. The 8 Pinnacle also increases your
personal power. You have sound judgment and vision. In fact, this is the basis of your
financial success. People sense your power and effectiveness. They defer to you much more easily and look
to you for answers. This makes it easier for you to use power without having to be a bully or force your way
through situations. They perceive your able-ness and want to join you in your vision. Others have faith in
you.
You will be able to organize large enterprises. Problems do not threaten you so much as provide a challenge.
You yourself sense your enhanced personal powers and feel a growing sense of stability and centeredness.
You will be capable of influencing matter in an almost magical way. As a result, you are extremely goal
oriented, moving toward the realization of your dreams with confidence and clarity. Your challenge during
this period is to maintain a hold on your human and spiritual values. You must remain balanced between
heaven and earth. There will be enormous temptations to make money and status your only priorities,
excluding the more human or immaterial matters entirely. This will undoubtedly lead to losses. You are
being tested and instructed in the real value of money -- it's natural place in life. If money is placed on a high
altar, overshadowing all other facets of life, you will become its slave. If you are balanced in your approach
to money, and have proper perspective, this can be a truly rewarding period, both materially and spiritually.
That is the true promise of the 8.
The number 8 symbolizes the balance between the finite and infinite, matter and spirit. It offers a great
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opportunity to grow.
YOUR THIRD PINNACLE CYCLE
Your Third Pinnacle Cycle also lasts nine years. Like your Second Pinnacle, its effect is felt primarily in
your career or business environment.

Elizabeth, your Third Pinnacle Cycle is 5 and lasts until age 43

This is a period that will teach the realities of freedom and expansion. You will travel great
distances, meet many new and interesting people, experience many adventures, and
essentially come to know the world. You are in a period of accelerated experimentation and
learning. Experience is your teacher. Your ability with words is greatly increased. You can
write and speak with ease. You are also able to successfully promote yourself. In fact, this is the source of
much adventure; new opportunities for work, travel, and exotic experiences present themselves with
regularity.
Your challenge is to prevent yourself from becoming a rolling stone. You need to ground yourself in a
particular discipline, career, or relationship. This will not limit your freedoms so much as give you a base for
operation. Otherwise, you may find yourself skipping from one meaningless job to the next, one superficial
relationship after another. You can also fall victim to the abuse of food, alcohol, sex, or drugs. You must
accept limitations as a necessary base for your freedom. Freedom cannot exist without limitations, otherwise
you would be without identity, and without existence.
You may fear being anchored or tied down, which can cause you to skim the surface of a pursuit you enjoy,
or important relationships. You must come to know the true meaning of freedom, which is unconditional
love. You give your love and energy without the condition of holding on to a place, a person, or an
occupation; and you expect the same in return -- to be loved for what you are, rather than someone who
belongs to another. There is a highly spiritual path offering itself that requires detachment without loss of
love. Many turn away from this and instead choose to maintain a superficial relationship with the world, or
with other people.
You must cultivate your talents, especially your verbal and writing abilities. You are likely a gifted
salesperson, or promoter.
YOUR FOURTH PINNACLE CYCLE
Your Fourth Pinnacle Cycle lasts for the rest of your life.
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YOUR PHYSICAL TRANSIT
The individual letters of your name are used to find your Transits.
Your name is like music that vibrates in time; each note, or letter, has a specific duration and influence over
the course of your life.
Your life can, therefore, be seen as a musical score, with individual letters making specific contributions at
given points, just as notes in a musical piece give it its rhythm, character, and nuance.
The Transits appear as part of your Progressive Chart and will tell you much about specific influences
taking place in your life during given years.
Your Physical Transit for age 26 and 27 is B
The B transit can make you more emotional and shyer than usual. You have a strong need
for love that can leave you prey to emotional love affairs. You should also be mindful of
potential issues with your health, especially those related to your nervous system. This
period requires getting plenty of rest. Be receptive and listen to the advice of others.
Your sensitivity and diplomacy can bring advancements in your career and relationships; others are attracted
to you and want to help in your endeavors.

YOUR MENTAL TRANSIT
The Mental Transit is based on your middle name
Your Mental Transit for age 26 and 27 is R
You have deeper understanding and insight during this transit. It is a time to deal with
money, power, and authority. You have an opportunity to elevate your financial status and
personal growth. This is a period where you are likely to meet the best and the worst. You
must exercise caution in everything you do and every decision you make. Be aware of your
surroundings.

YOUR SPIRITUAL TRANSIT
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Your Spiritual Transit is based on your last name.

Your Spiritual Transit for age 26 and 27 is V

The letter V is the most mystical and spiritually powerful letter. It enhances intuition,
revelation, and moments of deep religious understanding. You will be very inspired but
will need time alone to contemplate your thoughts.
This is also a good transit for finances. You should have opportunities to invest in
promising work or projects. It is a good time to pay old debts and experience increased prosperity, however
you will need to keep tight control over your projects and listen carefully to your intuition.
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YOUR ESSENCE CYCLE
Your Essence number indicates the lessons you will be dealing with during that year. It says a great deal
about how you will perceive your environment. It also gives clear advice on how you can be most successful
during the year; which types of behavior will be supported by your milieu and which ones will be less
effective.
If one or more of your Transits change after your birthday this year, you will find two Essence cycles. If you
only have one Essence, it means none of your Transits changed.
Elizabeth, Your Essence for age 26 and 27 is 6
This is a time of responsibility, duty, family matters, and high ideals. Elizabeth, you will be
called upon to support others and maintain a high life condition while you do it. Others
look to you as an inspiration and a source of guidance. There is an element of self-sacrifice
present in that you must serve those closest to you. Unselfishness and a willingness to be of
help to others are the keys to your success.
You will likely experience advancement in business, career, and financial matters. Progress comes more
easily during this period, as new opportunities open up to you. At the same time, your achievements bring
added responsibility and new demands. You will have to devote yourself entirely to the task at hand to
realize your goals.
This can be an emotional period, as family members may be demanding. The whole issue of love comes to
the forefront. Your ability to love and be loved will become starkly clear. This is an essence during which
many marriages and divorces take place. People discover how much they truly love their partner, or how
little love they have in their lives.
Protect your family relationships. Work to maintain harmony in your home. Especially stay focused on the
needs of children.
There can be a domineering figure in your life who can oppress you during this time. The key is to be
balanced and centered when dealing with all authority figures. Refuse to act rashly or emotionally. Remain
focused and in harmony with your long-term goals.
If you keep a strong hold on your ideals, you will gain many supporters and admirers. This brings many
great rewards and much appreciation. New and lasting friends come into your life now, and many seek to
advance you along the lines of your abilities.
There is a strong artistic urge present. Those with artistic talent, or already working in the arts, will find their
abilities greatly enhanced, with many new and rewarding chances for advancement.
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Most people under the 6 Essence will improve their lives and experience growth in their career goals.
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YOUR PERSONAL YEAR
Your Personal Year number is a strong indication of the trends and circumstances you experience during the
year ahead. Your Personal Year cycles are based on the Universal Year cycles and, therefore, run
concurrently with the calendar year. (Transits and Essence cycles are based on the letters of your name and
run from birth date to birth-date.)There are nine personal year numbers in a complete Epicycle.
Each Epicycle reveals the progression of a specific part of your personal evolution. Your progress along this
Epicycle can be seen quite logically, from the beginning of a growth period to the conclusion or culmination
of that process. The 1 personal year describes your first steps in a new direction. The years that follow
indicate your progress along this path, concluding with your 9 Personal Year, which completes the cycle.
Below is a description of your current Personal Year. It indicates where you are on the 9-year Epicycle.
Your Personal Year cycle for 2020 is 1
Be ready for major changes. You will be inspired to start new projects or enterprises. You
will feel a strong forward push toward new goals. This is a time for vision and planning.
Share your dream with others; make plans, get the necessary support, but, above all, rely
on yourself as the driving force. Be decisive!
You are starting a new nine year Epicycle. Everything you do now will affect your future. Do not hold back
the inner force of creation. Be direct, daring, and bold. You will have more confidence and determination
this year, particularly in comparison with last year, which was a time of letting go. This year represents a
time of birth. It's a time to take charge and to apply yourself to your dream.
This is also a good time to make the personal changes you have long wanted to make: Start a diet and/or an
exercise program, or begin a new course of study.
There may be some emotional turmoil, especially in the first two or three months. It takes a while to get the
ball rolling. There are many changes you must make and much work to be done. Be open-minded,
organized, and focused. Avoid distractions and procrastination. You are at a crossroads. You will need
courage and a clear head to stay on the right track. This is a year of opportunities.
The key months in your year ahead are March, in which you are able to lay the foundation to your plans;
April, in which changes take place such as a change of residence or career; July and August mark a time in
which you will see the fruits of your labors begin to take place; October represents a major turn in events,
often fraught with emotional turmoil; the fall marks a coalescing of your plans into more concrete form.
Your Personal Year cycle for 2021 is 2
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This is a year to carefully protect and nurture your plans. You will be like a mother
watching over her children, conscious of every threat, real or imagined. You need tact and
cooperation to keep yourself moving forward. There will likely be confrontations with
others, requiring a subtle and gentle approach. You will have to stay focused on your goals,
yet use intelligent persuasion. Being forceful may work against you; compromises will
work in your favor.
You will be unusually sensitive and may wonder at times what happened to the drive and momentum you
felt last year. This year requires something else from you now -- a delicate sense of balance and a
willingness to go around obstacles, without losing sight of your goal. You may also experience some
emotional depressions and frustrations. The year is marked by struggle, but there are many opportunities to
advance your plans. This is a year of slow growth, requiring patience.
Be discriminating in your associations and secretive about your plans. Don't talk too much about your ideas;
be a bit secretive; guard yourself and your ideas. You are somewhat vulnerable this year.
This is a good year to improve yourself through reading and research. Your growing awareness of the less
visible and less obvious aspects of life will make you much stronger and better prepared for the future.
You must be wise in all your relationships and associations this year. You are far more capable of
establishing close, even lifelong relationships this year. Because sensitivity and openness are heightened,
many people find their "soul mate" in a two year.
May is the pivotal month in the year. You are extremely intuitive and sensitive. You are also self-reflecting
and better able to influence your peers and situation through spiritual awareness. July brings a culmination
of plans and a distinct step forward. August sees things become more concrete and brings a new beginning.
September is emotional, requiring adjustments, tact, and inner resolve. The 2 year is a year of growth and
advancement, but through gentle means, and the indirect use of your personal power.
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YOUR DUALITIES
How the yearly cycles affect each other.
Your Essence and Personal Year cycles are distinctly separate energies that influence you in different ways.
Your Essence reflects your mental, emotional, and spiritual state of mind at a particular time in your life and
feels like an internal influence; it's a stage in your personal evolution. Your Personal Year cycle, however,
feels more external.
Your Essence and Personal Year cycles overlap creating a duality which produces its own influence. Most
importantly, it tells us how you can get the most out of your mix of Personal Year and Essence cycles by
looking at their combined influence.
Personal Year cycles run concurrent with the calendar year and change every year, while Essence cycles
run from birthday to birthday and can be anywhere from one to eighteen years, sometimes even longer.
Therefore, you can have either two or three Dualities during any 12-month period. Three, if your Essence
changes (one before your birthday, one after your birthday, and another when the new year starts). If your
Essence doesn't change, you have two Dualities, one for each calendar year.
For the purpose of Dualities, Essence cycles with Master Numbers (11, 22, or 33), or Karmic Debt numbers
(13, 14, 16, or 19) are reduced to single digits, as their effect in the context of Dualities is indiscernible.
Your Duality in 2020 is 6 and 1
Elizabeth, after reading your 6 Essence and 1 Personal Year chapters, you may be wondering how these very
different numbers will affect you. Although they differ in other ways each of them is quite practical, so they
should work well together in both your professional and personal life. Your 1 Personal Year inspires (and
requires) increased drive and effort toward your goals, and your 6 Essence will help you accept more
responsibility and expand your range of influence (in all areas of your life).
As you transition from last yearâ€™s 9 to your current 1 Personal Year, you should begin to feel a change in
yourself and your circumstances. The start of a new cycle can feel unstable while things are in flux, but your
energy level and confidence should increase as you find the direction you want to pursue.
To use an analogy, last year was a time for letting go of excess baggage, like a balloonist tossing ballast to
gain altitude. This year you have the opportunity to use the wind behind you to move quickly forward. Your
best approach for this period is to carefully consider your priorities and schedule your time and resources
shrewdly. Streamline your life as much as possible, and don't waste time on minor issues. Fortunately, this
combination usually finds it fairly easy to garner the support and cooperation of others.
This is also a great team for making healthy lifestyle changes. If there is room for improvement, consider
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increasing your commitment to an exercise regime or nutrition program. In a way, you are beginning a new
chapter in your life; the more speed you gain now, the farther it will take you.
Your Duality in 2021 is 6 and 2
When you read your Essence and Personal Year cycles, Elizabeth, you probably noticed they both put
emphasis on â€œpeopleâ€• issues. The 6 and 2 team is excellent for resolving personality conflicts,
strengthening existing relationships, and acquiring new best friends. You should also be able to improve
relationships with people you work with, including those that have been a little difficult in the past.
However, the emphasis placed on relationships during this period can also make it an emotionally turbulent
year. The sensitive qualities of the 2 could make you more vulnerable, and discord in relationships might
affect you more deeply than usual.
Not all relationships will flourish. Relationships that do not have the foundation and substance needed to
grow, and those that are irreparable might dissolve. Both marriage and divorce are more likely to take place
under the 2 and 6, because their influence pushes love and family issues to the forefront.
On the upside, this cycle combination is favorable for career and finances. Promotion and/or an increase in
responsibilities is also possible, which could lead to a stronger financial outlook.
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YOUR PERSONAL MONTH
The influence of a Personal Month gradually changes from one month to the next over approximately five
days at the end and the beginning of each month.
Your Personal Month for July-2020 is 1
July is a time of dynamism, courage, and eagerness to begin the new. Last month's blues
are gone and you feel you are on top of the world. You are more original and creative than
at any time of this already creative year.
There is a distinct possibility that you will be able to break out of unrewarding patterns. You may even
consider a career change or start your businesses. It is not a time to be squeamish in any area of your life -be it money, career or romance. You may experience an urge to write, paint, or express yourself in some
other creative way. By all means, take on the challenge.
If you are not already involved you may meet someone, but the relationship, while intense and passionate,
may not be a lasting one.
July is a month that will also bring opportunities to mingle with new acquaintances at social events. You will
be outgoing and witty. These are great opportunities to make lasting contacts that will help your career and
other endeavors.
Your Personal Month for August-2020 is 9
As mentioned more than once during previous monthly forecasts, this year offers plenty of
changes, and August continues the trend. Most of this month is dedicated to completion
and letting go. This includes old habits, ideas and concepts that you have recognized as no
longer valid, perhaps even projects you have lost interest in, and relationships you have
outgrown. It is the latter that may be accompanied with a quite a bit of emotional turmoil. However, with
relationships as well as any other aspect of your life you are ready to let go off, the result is that you make
room for the new.
Within the context of this two-year transformation mentioned in your yearly forecast as well as your January
monthly forecast, August stands out as a kind finality. By now, you should have a pretty good sense of how
and where you changed. However, you should be prepared for some moments of nostalgia and perhaps
regret, these are the usual emotions that are part of the cycle of tossing out the old and inviting in the new.
There will be unexplainable emotional upsets, melancholy, and such, but they are essentially the remnants of
the old you. Share those feelings with someone close to you. Take comfort in heart-to-heart talks. Still, do
not doubt that you now have both feet firmly planted in the new 9-year cycle. You are ready to move ahead.
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If your love relationship is fairly recent, or still fragile, this month will likely reveal whether it is of true
substance and endurance. Let go of whatever wants to be free; hold on to what wants to stay. And look to a
brighter future.
Your Personal Month for September-2020 is 1
You experience an increases in inner strength, independence, and individuality during this
month. There is a sense of empowerment. Chances are your health improves, and you are
more focused and direct. You are certainly more ambitious and readier to pursue your
goals. It may even feel a little like the dawn of a new era.
However, there is also a less fortunate side to this double 1 cycle in the form of lacking patience, irritability,
and in some people even moments of violence and aggression. The energy you are experiencing when the 1
dominates to this extent is bundled, like a flashlight as opposed to an omni-directional light. For that reason,
many things seem amplified. It is important that you maintain control and keep a close eye on your attitude.
Even the gentlest among us tend to be rude or angry a few times under this influence.
Relationship issues should be avoided. As you may have guessed, you are not in the best mood to deal with
other people's emotions.
September is a good time to bring about practical changes that you have long contemplated as essential to
your health and happiness. This combination inspires smokers to quit, others to modify their diets or start an
exercise routine. You are able to muster up great will-power, so take advantage of that.
Direct this month' energy towards your career or your business. Use that drive and ambition to make
progress. But leave that kind of energy at your office, don't take it home with you.
Your Personal Month for October-2020 is 2
Your intuition and sensitivity are heightened. You are much more aware of feelings, yours
as well as those of others - which is quite a change from last month (although this gentler
energy probably started making its presence known about a week before the end of last
month).
Under normal circumstances, and if it doesn't affect you personally, you will find it easy to maintain
harmony, even in potentially discordant situations. However, on a more personal level, and particularly
among your family and friends, this increased sensitivity can cause you to make mountains out of molehills,
get jealous when there is no reason for it, or respond excessively to perceived slights. You are also more
vulnerable to criticism than usual
You may also realize that you are given more authority or responsibility in your work. Although promotions
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and financial improvements may not be obvious, this combination often lays the groundwork for future
improvements.
Romance and all heart-centered relationships are central to the events of the month. If single, you will meet
someone special. If involved, your relationship will likely become stronger and more committed.
Your Personal Month for November-2020 is 3
November is a month brimming with inspiration, motivation, creativity, and selfexpression. However, there can be a superficial undertone that makes many of your ideas
or bursts of energy evaporate as fast as they came.
Still, your enthusiasm is contagious, and no obstacle is too great to overcome - or so it feels. It is your
challenge for this month to bring in the needed ingredients of discipline and pragmatism.
Unfortunately, you have little patience and would like everything to go much faster. Your mind runs at a
high speed, but it is scattering your ideas all over the place, unless you manage to channel it. Fortunately,
there is enough brightness and lightness to make it a fun and exciting month. It is actually a very good time
to take a break, maybe go on a vacation. If you do, don't forget to bring a notebook to write down the ideas
that pop into your head. The expression of having a mind like a popcorn machine is quite fitting for the
influence of this month.
Others are attracted to you and temptation is part of this month's game. There is a danger of falling into a
trap of irresponsible behavior. Be careful.
Your Personal Month for December-2020 is 4
December brings opportunities as well as frustration. It is crucial that you stay focused on
your goals and work hard. The numbers for this period are all about effort, discipline, and
progress -- perhaps not an ideal combination for a month supposed to be full of festivities
and joy. However, you will find that if you apply yourself, put your nose to the grindstone,
when you are in your work environment, it makes the moments when you are out enjoying the holidays that
much more satisfying.
This is an excellent month for career with many opportunities for progress, due in part to last month's
inspiring ideas and enthusiasm, remnants of which make it into this month with a potential to actually
manifest something. There is always promise when a 1 and 4 team up. You may feel that success is coming
within reach, or that the breakthrough you have been waiting for is about to happen. However, there is a
caveat; courage is big part of this combination, and a dose of that may be required if you don't feel you are
ready.
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Sometimes we experience a fear of success not so different from a fear of height. If that is the case, grab the
bull by the horns, this is not a time to over think things or let fear stop you from reaching for what you want.
Generally, this combination is less affected by emotions and personality issues than other times. It tends to
be fairly stable as far as relationships with friends, family, and co-workers.
Your Personal Month for January-2021 is 3
January brings you optimism and energy. The drive and enthusiasm that emerged during
the second half of last year is still with you, along with a caution born of inner change and
the emotional ups and downs that arose during the previous 18 months. You're aware of
your need for support, cooperation, and advice. And this month, you find yourself
establishing closer ties and better communication among those with whom you live and work.
You are also reflective and relaxed. Take the time to play and laugh. Reach out to friends and loved ones.
Communicate your ideas freely. You and your plans will be supported, which will heighten your optimism
about the future.
Romance is an important part of this months' experiences, and the chances are good that you may meet
someone special.
Your Personal Month for February-2021 is 4
You realize early this month that progress depends on your willingness to work diligently
and remain focused on details. You feel capable and confident, but as your effort
increases -- and the hours pile up -- you may become frustrated with the slow response of
others. Keep your nose to the grindstone, and if necessary put in overtime. Don't try to
dodge the bullet; bite down on it and keep going. Meanwhile, be willing to cooperate, listen to others, and
tactfully communicate your convictions, as well as your doubts.
February is an excellent month to improve your financial position, particularly through better management.
Due to consistent and patient effort, a raise or profitable business deal is in the cards.
Relationships tend to be a little shaky for most of this month. Elizabeth, you may be somewhat irritable and
lack patience as a result of stress and emotional turmoil in your work-environment.
Maintaining a well-ordered environment and avoiding procrastination will help you bypass much emotional
stress.
Your Personal Month for March-2021 is 5
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March brings some relief from last months' frustrating efforts to persuade others and to
keep track of the details. This month will be hectic with some unexpected changes. Don't
try to plan everything down to its final detail. Instead, be flexible and adapt to whatever
comes your way. The expression "being in the flow", is instructive for most of this month,
and you will be astonished by coincidences in which timing is crucial. Don't make
financially risky decisions, especially involving business. Checking and double-check all your facts before
going forward with your plans. Be skeptical! However, your ability to promote yourself, your plans, or a
product is enhanced.
There will be many social events and opportunities. Take advantage of them. The chances of meeting new
people who can support you in your endeavors are especially good. A letter or phone call from someone you
haven't heard from in a long time may surprise you.
It's high noon for romance but be warned. You may not be as discriminating and cautious as you should be.
Allow your rational mind to take a critical look at flattering admirer(s).v
Your Personal Month for April-2021 is 6
Matters of the heart come to the foreground. Romance is now at the top of your list of
opportunities. On the other hand, the month brings instability to outdated relationships, and
some may end. You become aware of the need to let go of certain people, although final
good-byes may not occur until July or early August of this year.
Your family and friends need more attention. You may find yourself playing the roles of mediator,
comforter, and counselor. You'll be the one to offer the proverbial shoulder to cry on this month. A younger
person, particularly, needs your love and attention.
There is an increase in your workload and responsibilities due to a promotion - or one that may be in the
offing. The change may well bring financial rewards. April is a good time for finances, particularly those
related to real-estate.
Your Personal Month for May-2021 is 7
May leads to powerful self-discoveries and intuitive perceptions. It is a highly spiritual
time, causing you to withdraw from the hustle and bustle of daily life. Your focus is
inward. You find yourself contemplating the mystery of your existence, your purpose in
life, and your direction. You find yourself taking time off to read or meditate. It's an
excellent time to take a vacation, but you may want to avoid group activities.
Social demands will make you irritable and out of sorts. Be with yourself or enjoy meaningful discussions
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with someone close to you. In this way, you may deepen your marriage or romantic relationship.
It is a time for wisdom and insights, even premonitions and revelations that have little to do with intellectual
effort but are the result of heightened awareness and a free-flowing channel between your sub-conscious and
your conscious. Be particularly alert to your dreams and the direction and insight they offer.
Your Personal Month for June-2021 is 8
The time is ripe to reach out and receive some of the fruits of your labors. It is a harvesting
time, but the rewards are still dependent upon good relations with co-workers. Ask for a
promotion, or a raise. Let those in the right positions know that you value the recognition
and respect they bestow upon you.
You are in the right state of mind to deal with some tricky personality-clashes; solve communication
problems; turn enemies into friends, and in many ways manipulate events through gentle persuasion. The
numbers 2 and 8 allow you to handle sensitive issues with tact and diplomacy, as well as with authority and
decisiveness. It is a good time for negotiations in every area of your life, personal as well as professional.
Romance is very favorable but can be spoiled by money issues. On the other hand, domestic affairs can be
troublesome and can leave you feeling powerless unless you are willing to cooperate. Leave such issues
alone for now. The domestic scene is better handled in July, when dealing with relatives is easier and goes
more smoothly.
Your Personal Month for July-2021 is 9
July is both emotional and demanding. It is a month to take care of loose ends.
Relationships that have been rocky of late will reach critical mass, to be worked out and
deepened, or separated entirely. This is a testing period for relationships in all areas of your
life. The 9 and 2 combination -- diplomatic, sensitive, and service oriented numbers -advises that you avoid confrontations. Work with issues quietly and patiently.
At the same time, it is an excellent period to look inward and acknowledge your needs and desires. Let go of
all that you have outgrown, including people, situations, material objects -- anything that you have outgrown. This month is your opportunity to avoid becoming an emotional and material packrat. July is a time
to empty your cup and make room for new gifts coming your way. It is a transition period. You will likely
experience deep emotions, even nostalgia, and melancholy. At times, you may feel exhausted. Such feelings
are not altogether unpleasant. There is a cleansing and healing taking place at a very deep and personal level.
You are not entirely conscious of all that is happening, and consequently you may have difficultly
expressing your feelings to others. You may sense that you do not fully understand yourself. Give it time and
much will be revealed to you.
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An opportunity to be involved in a good cause may present itself, and your sacrifice will help you achieve
stability and inner strength. This is a good time financially. Some payment may be received for something
you'd forgotten, or for reasons you do not expect.
July is a month that requires balance: you are feeling emotional, but at the same time you must also focus on
the needs of others. If you indulge too much in your feelings, especially self-pity, you will suffer more selfdoubt than if you remain balanced between your needs and service to others.
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